Welcome to the oldest Yatsuhashi store in Koyto

Among the Yatsuhashi stores, Honke Nishio Yatsuhashi is the only one with more than 300 years of history, being the representative of all Yatsuhashi stores.

The origin of Honke Nishio Yatsuhashi

The history of Honke Nishio Yatsuhashi can be traced back to the “Yatsuhashiya Umebayashi” Tea Shop at Shogoin Temple. At that time, it mainly sold plain “white mochi” made with rice flour. It was also the favorite food of travelers brought on their trips to Tokaido.

The birth of Yatsuhashi

The prototype of the Yatsuhashi in present days was the plain bridge shape rice cracker. In 1824, it was placed on the ema as offerings in the Kumano Shrine. The name “Yatsuhashiya Tamejiro” was still printed on it. When people talk about Yatsuhashi, they will recall Nishio.

Becoming the most representative souvenir in Kyoto

The descendant of the 12 generation of the house of Nishio is Tameji Nishio. From the Meiji Period to the Showa Period, Yatsuhashi was exhibited in the World Expo, winning a number of awards. Therefore, Yatsuhashi became world-renowned. With the help of the honors, Yatsuhashi was also famous in Japan. This round and elegant snack has become one of the representative souvenirs in Japan.
Fried Tofu Donburi

Yatsuhashi Set Meal

Kyoto Ramen with Chicken

Premium Nishio Matcha Sundae

White Mochi Matcha Set Meal
Menu

Annama ¥250/5pcs

Nama Yatsuhashi Slice ¥250/185g

Yatsuhashi ¥250/12slices

“Kyoto Matcha” Ice Cream Cone ¥400

Nishio Red Beans Syrup ¥650

Premium Matcha and Rice Cake Plate ¥1,200

White Mochi and Matcha Set Meal ¥1,200

Nama Yatsuhashi Slice ¥250/185g

Premium Nishio Matcha Sundae ¥1,200

Nishio Yatsuhashi Sundae ¥1,000

Yatsuhashi Set Meal ¥1,800

Fried Tofu Donburi ¥800

Kyoto Ramen with Chicken ¥980

※Tax included

The most popular souvenir in Kyoto and the first “Yatsuhashi” -Nishio Yatsuhashi